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widespread distribution of food, very many natives
died in Marrakesh, and though I ha\e been unable to
obtain even rough figures, some idea can be formed of
the magnitude of the catastrophe by the fact that over
a hundred Europeans in the area were attacked by the
disease although, owing to greater personal cleanliness
and a higher standard of living, they were much less
likely to be affected than the Moors A number of
French officials, including soldiers and doctors, died,
giving their lives for their country just as much as if
struck down on the field of battle
Casablanca did not escape The large population of
that great seaport also suffered severely, and here again
there were over one hundred European cases I have
no criticism to make of the way the medical authorities
handled the situation Difficulties were great, and the
methods of mass vaccination, coupled with the removal
to suitable camps of itinerant natives \vith no means of
support who had wandered into the towns, were well
conceived and energetically carried out I do feel,
however, that from the point of view of the European
public, the situation might have been handled better
There was too much mystery The ^hole affair uas
kept out of the Moroccan papers in the most extra-
ordinary manner, the only references one ever saw
being occasional cryptic references to la	and
I must admit that some of the English papers were no
better, for even in April, when all efforts at disguise had
been abandoned, a distinguished correspondent had
the effrontery to wnte that not a single European had
contracted the disease Even the Marrafccsh Fair,
which no one in his senses could ha\e imagined
would take place, was ad\ertised until well on in
February Is it possible that the business groups

